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AND IT’S HELLO
FROM US
Franc and Lisa Culshaw -Camping Parc Verger

When you talk about lifestyle
change, it’s usually about adding a
handful of blueberries to your
breakfast or walking the last bus
stop home to keep fit……..We’ve
done lifestyle change, and we’re
loving it.

Seven months ago we wer
e both
working full time, Franc as a self
employed electrician and property
developer and me as a retail night
manager, we had a house, family and
friends near by and a life that was full of
stress and constraints due to our working
hours, even our free time was governed
by the English weather, our joint love of
all things camping, ( we have both had
tents, caravans, motorhomes and rvs) was
often spoiled by the cold, wind and rain.
We were desperate for a change, knew
it, but didn’t know quite what that change
would be, or how dramatic until Franc
saw the advert in the ARVM Magazine in
November for the sale of Parc Verger, and
tentatively asked the question “Do you
fancy buying a campsite in France?” of
course it was never going to happen, he
was dreaming, so I didn’t have to think
much about it, was I brave, mad or
somewhere in between, my immediate
reply was “ yep, I’m up for it!”, well,
much to my surprise, and our delight, the
planets have aligned, it was always going
to happen, the house sold, we are now

GUESTS ENJOYING THE POOL

NIGHT FALL AT PARC VERGER
FRANC CUTTING THE GRASS
full timers in our rv, I was made
redundant out of the blue, and Franc
wound up his business and set about
selling our worldly goods in or der for us
to move to France to our new life, we even
managed to fit in getting married, though
the wedding reception will wait until
October, any excuse to get our families
and friends over to stop at Parc Verger!
So here we are in France, we have lots of
sunshine, beautiful countryside, peace
and quiet, a new life, new venture, new
language, new friends, a new way of
communicating with our old friends,
(they won’t be forgotten!), new places to
explore, new ideas, a new lease of life for
us both, and it’s great!……. Now that’s
what you call lifestyle change, and not a
blueberry or bus stop in sight!
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